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Who Helps Our Helpers?: Poster at Scott Library 
Visit the 2nd floor gallery area of Scott Library this summer to view a 9-foot poster entitled Who 
Helps Our Helpers? Rediscovering Joy in Medicine by Addressing Secondary 
Trauma. Authored by SKMC faculty member, Donald Friedman, MD, the 
poster was presented at the International Conference on Physician Health held last September in 
Boston. It is based on the film Portraits of Professional Caregivers – Their Passion, Their Pain, 
a documentary on secondary trauma and burnout that was made here in Philadelphia by Vic 
Compher, who was also the co-creator of the poster. 
To learn more, view a document highlighting additional resourceson this important topic that Dr. 
Friedman created for the Boston Conference attendees. Download a copy of the poster from the 
Jefferson Digital Commons. 
Stay tuned. The Humanities Department is trying to arrange a University-wide screening of the film 
with Vic Compher in attendance. 
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